Fulghum handed no bill

By CHELSEA MCGUIRE

Sunday, January 13, 1991

U.S. attorney says drug used while on job

Attorney general’s office says ruling to take 60 days

By GORDON WYNNE

Sunday, January 13, 1991

Templeton replaces Harris

Rains flood several roads

By TAYLOR WEBB

Sunday, January 13, 1991

Heritage Hall receives new elevator

By LINDA MCNULTY

Sunday, January 13, 1991

Positive outlook urged at development banquet
Mail hike is unjustified

The Postal Service's recent announcement of a rate increase is a move that will only exacerbate the existing problems facing the agency. The increase is expected to result in higher costs for consumers, which will further strain the already struggling postal system.

In a time when many Americans are already struggling to make ends meet, this additional expense is a significant burden. The recent pandemic has placed an unprecedented strain on the Postal Service, leading to delays in delivery and a decrease in service quality. This has resulted in increased customer dissatisfaction and a decline in the agency's reputation.

Postal workers have been working tirelessly to maintain service levels despite the difficulties posed by the pandemic. However, the recent rate increase will only add to their workload and stress, making it even more challenging to provide the level of service that customers deserve.

The Postal Service is an essential service that plays a crucial role in our daily lives. It connects us with friends, family, and businesses, and is a vital component of our economy. The agency should not be allowed to continue operating in the red, and it is time for policymakers to take action to stabilize the organization.

In conclusion, the recent rate increase announced by the Postal Service is unjustified and can only lead to further problems. It is time for us to support our postal workers and work towards a sustainable solution for this important institution.
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Sunday, January 19, 1981

Blackwell, Atkinson wed at First Baptist

Harris Chapel News

BY MRS. DENNY ROODS

Money Talks

Do you have time to listen?

* Home Insurance
  SAVE UP TO 50% UNDER STATE RATES
  - Rural Property

* Auto Insurance
  QUALITATIVE ON YOUR SIDE
  HAS YOUR AUTO INSURANCE CHANGED?
  WITH US
  FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
  HERB HUDSON INSURANCE AGENCY

ROWE PERFORMING ARTS

Under the Direction of Debbie Rowe-Hawley

ANNOUNCES

SPRING TERM REGISTRATION
* REDUCED REGISTRATION FEES FOR JANUARY *
Classes for Ages 2 1/2 - 18

* GYMNASTICS:*
  - Inclusive balance beam,
  - Tumbling, floor exercise, and
  - Pom Pom Home

* MUSICAL THEATRE:*
  - Including acting, singing, dancing,
  - And gymnastics instruction

* PRE-SCHOOL PALS:
  - Including "Mouseketeer," Pre-Boiler
  - Gymnastics and Music Fun

(930) 693-5821 OR
(409) 248-2720
Located on the Carthage Square
108 E. Sabine
Emmanuel wins 79-64 in meet

Top-ranked team takes Fillies out

Emmanuel took care of business with a 79-64 win over Fillies last week. Emmanuel put up a 20-point lead after 2.5 quarters, and the Fillies never recovered. The game was a battle of two teams with top ranks in the region, but Emmanuel emerged victorious, despite Fillies' efforts to close the gap. Emmanuel used their height advantage and strong defense to overpower the Fillies and secure the win.
Cushing makes all-state band for second consecutive year

Practice pays off

Beckville resident receives letter from governor

Weir is pioneer of all trades

Service league holds meeting

Know Your Heritage

Samfords fulfill dream

Talking Business
**Prisoners speak to students about drug involvement**

**Shady Grove News**

**Oil, gas news**

**Area deaths**

**Pharmacy Topics**

**Panola College registration set Monday**

**TWO GREAT ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES**

---

**Panola Profiles**

**A home for dolls**

---

**Opening Soon**

**12 Oaks Restaurant**

1248 East 59 Loop

**WAL-MART PHARMACY**

453 W. Loop 420 509-6903, Carthage

---

**Opinion Kick it**

---

**Museum pieces and discarded treasures find...**

---

**Panola College Homecoming Special**

---

**1991 Bridal Special**

---